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EASTERN UNIVERSITY, SRI LANKA

FIRST EXAMINATION IN SCIENCE . 2ALL/2AT2
FIRST SEMESTER (Jan./Feb) z1r4
(RE-REPEAT)

Answer all questions

1'

Time: Three hours

(a) Let p and g be two statements such

ther,t

p

---+- q is false.

Find the truth value of

each of the following statements:

i.pA(q--p);
ii. qA(pv-q).
(b) Prove the following equivalences using the laws of algebra of logic:

i.{pAq)V-p:-pvq;
ii. [r?v(qnr)]v - [(where p, q and

qA

- r)Vr] : pv e,

r are statemtnts.

(c) Using the valid argument forms,

deducer

the conclusion

below:

pvq
q-rr
pAs---+t
rf

'q-+uAs,
where pre,T,s,

t

and u are statements.

I from the premises given

2.

(a) For any sets Aand B, provethat AA

B:(AUB) \(AnB).

Henee show that:

i. AABand AnB

aredisjoint,

ii. AuB:(AAB)u(AnB).
(b) For any sets A,B

and,

i. Ax(BnC) :
ii. A x (B\C)

3.

:

C, Prove that:

(A x B) n(A x C),
(A x

B)\(A x C).

(a) Let p be a relation defined on lR. by nw

e

n2

-

y2

:

2(y

- r), where IR denotes

set of all real numbers.

i.

Prove that p is an equivalence relation.

ii.

Determine the p-class of

1.

(b) Let R be an equivalence relation on a set A. Prove the following:

i. Ial* o Vae A,
ii. aRb <+ ["] : [b],
iii. either [a] : [b] or [o] n [b] : O Ya e A.

4.

(a) Define the following terms:

i. iniectiue mapPing,
ii.

suri ectiue mn'PPi'ng,

iii. inaerse

mapPi,ng-

(b) The functions /

:

IR.

-'

IR and

I

: IR -+ lR. are defined by

. f 4r*r, ifr2o;
/(r):{
{\'
[",

ifc<0;

ande(r)

:{ Iu*,
lr+3'

ifr>o;
ifr<O'

Show that g o / is a bijection and give a formuG for (g o /)-t'
5.

(a) Let I , X

--+

all subset A

Y be a mappittg.-Prove that
of.

/

is surjective itr Y\/('A)

q /(X\A

X.

(b) i. Prove that every fjartially ordered set has at most one last element.
ii.

Show that last element of every partially ordered set is a maxirnal

- Is the converse true? Justify your answer.

